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Here in DeKalb County, we have some amazing streams. Working with Riverwatch, a statewide
program, and with the help of volunteers we have started to monitor 9 sites a crossed the
county. This monitoring helps to keep up to date data on stream health. This is the second year
of monitoring and we hope to continue this monitoring long into the future. Riverwatch focuses
on surveying macroinvertebrates. Some species of invertebrates are more sensitive to pollution
than others. When we find species that are less tolerant to pollution, we can deduce that the
stream health is good.

The Damselfly on the left and Dragonfly on the right both live in streams before they emerge
and take to flight. How do they breathe under water? The paddle like tail of the damselfly
allows it to gather oxygen from the water while dragonflies must pump water over rectal gills.

When we take a quick look at a stream we often notice the bigger fuana. The fish, turtles, frogs,
and mammals like muskrats or beavers. Take a second to look at the substrate and you start to
see all the species that help to keep the streams clear and upcycle nutrients to the fauna that
we’ve come to notice.
The photo on the left shows a net
built by a net spinning caddisfly.
Some caddisflies use their silk to
build shelters out of rocks, leaves, or
sticks but this species builds a net.
The subsrate on some portions of a
stream can be covered with these
nets. The caddisfly lives in a retreat
near the end of the net. The net
collects organic material and the
caddisfly can then feed off the net.

One of the species that is intolerant to
pollution is the Stonefly. This is one species
that we hope to find every year. In the past 2
years we have found this species on
Riverwatch surveys in the southbranch of the
Kishwaukee River.

Understanding the importance of healthy streams and learning how to best monitor them is
something we share with Scott Horlock and the students in his Sycamore High School
watershed class. With their help we collected baseline data on some of the freshwater mussels
at Sycamore Forest Preseve and we took a look at other invertebrates that help create a
functional stream ecosystem. Thank you Scott for introducing students to stream ecology!

Stream health is dependent on many factors and each one of us can have a direct impact on
stream health. If you see good practices that support stream health thank your neighbors.
Buffer strips along streams, grassed waterways, pollinator plots, restoring or promoting
wetlands all help. Together we can and do all support some pretty amazing things within the
county.

In June Laura Warmke and John Anderson with DeKalb Public Library brought books about
wetlands to read in a wetland, Wilkinson Renwick Marsh. The children and parents that showed
up for this Public Library event got to see the pages of the books come to life as we guided
them through the Forest Preserve. Thank you both for setting up this outdoor read and explore.

